CITY OF NEW YORK
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE
Pursuant to the power vested in me as Commissioner of Finance
by sections 389(b), 1043 and 1504.4 of the New York City
Charter, I hereby promulgate the within Amendments to Rules
Relating to Parking Violations, which are necessary to carry
out the powers and duties delegated to the Commissioner of
Finance by section 1504.4 of the New York City Charter.

_______________________
Andrew S. Eristoff
Commissioner of Finance
Note:
New Matter is
[brackets].

underlined; matter to be deleted is in

Section 1.
Paragraph 4 of subdivision (a) of section 39-07
of chapter 39 of title 19 of the Official Compilation of Rules
of the City of New York is amended to read as follows:
(4) Upon failure to either pay in full within 7 days, the
amount of fine and penalties fixed by a hearing examiner
after
a
determination
sustaining
the
charges,
or
otherwise comply with the provisions of [§39-10] §39-12
of these rules, the scheduled fine amount shall be
restored and additional penalties shall become due in
accordance with the amounts set forth in paragraphs (1),
(2) and (3) of this subdivision as if there had been no
plea or appearance.

STATEMENT OF BASIS AND PURPOSE
OF RULE AMENDMENT
The purpose of this amendment is to remedy an incorrect
section number cross-reference. The correct section number
reference is 39-12, not 39-10 as this section currently
provides.
A
respondent
receiving
an
adverse
hearing
determination must either pay the amount fixed by a hearing
examiner in his or her determination within 7 days or
otherwise comply with the provisions of section 39-12 for
having an appeal.
If the respondent does neither, then the
scheduled fine amount shall be restored, and additional
penalties become due, as if there had been no hearing.

__________________________
Andrew S. Eristoff
Commissioner

